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Abstract: The increasing complexity of software applications can lead to operational failures with disastrous
consequences. In order to prevent the recurrence of such failures, a thorough post-mortem investigation is
required to identify their root causes. The root-cause analysis must be based on reliable digital evidence to
ensure its objectivity and accuracy. However, current approaches to failure analysis do not promote the
collection of digital evidence for causal analysis. A promising alternative is the field of digital forensics. Digital
forensics uses proven scientific methods and principles of law to determine the cause of an event based on
forensically sound evidence. However, as a reactive process, digital forensics can only be applied after the
occurrence of costly failures. This limits its effectiveness as volatile data that could serve as potential evidence
may be destroyed or corrupted after a system crash. A more proactive approach to digital forensics is
therefore required. The analysis of near misses is a promising solution to the above issue. Unlike failures, near
misses do not result in loss. Instead, they are high risk situations with potential for loss or damage, and as
such, are often forerunners to serious failures. The detection of near misses therefore provides an opportunity
to safely collect relevant failure-related data before the failure occurs. Near-miss analysis has been
implemented successfully for decades in many engineering disciplines, but it is not yet used in the IT industry.
The current paper therefore proposes the architecture of a near-miss management system suitable for the
software industry. The paper first proposes a definition of a near miss from an IT system perspective. The
proposed definition is based on the allowed downtime indicated in the Service Level Agreement (SLA), which
specifies the system’s contractually agreed performance level. The downtime-based definition of near misses
is then used to detect and classify near misses based on their risk level.
.
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1. Introduction
Software failures have occurred since the beginning of computers as evidenced by the number of highly
publicised IT accidents reported in the media. One recent example of a crisis caused by a software bug is the
system failure at RBS (Royal Bank of Scotland), a major bank in the UK, in December 2013. Due to an
unspecified technical glitch, the bank’s various electronic channels were unavailable and customers were
unable to make payment or to withdraw cash with their debit cards (Finnegan, 2013). This outage occurred on
“Cyber Monday”, which is considered one of the busiest online shopping days of the year. This failure occurs
after a major outage in June 2012, which left millions of customers unable to access their bank accounts for
four days due to a failure in a piece of batch scheduling software. As a result, deposits were not reflected in
bank accounts, payrolls were delayed, credit ratings downgraded and utility bills not paid (Worstall, 2012).
The examples quoted above show that software failures result in downtime and poor system performance
which can have disastrous consequences. Preventing the recurrence of such disasters is crucial. This requires
finding out their root cause, so that the associated errors and constraints in the design or configuration of the
software can be corrected. To this effect, a thorough post-mortem investigation must be conducted. In order
to ensure the validity of its results, the investigation must be based on reliable digital evidence such as log
files, system settings and database dumps.
Sound evidence of the software failure promotes the objectivity and comprehensiveness of the investigation,
which translates into a greater accuracy of the results. Furthermore, reliable evidence is also valuable in the
event that the software failure leads to a product liability lawsuit. However, current informal approaches to
failure analysis do not promote the collection and preservation of digital evidence. Rather than depending on
objective evidence analysis, failure analysis methods often rely on the investigator’s experience with the
system to identify the cause of the problem. Examples of such failure analysis approaches include application
performance management tools, transaction management tools, the war room method as well as
troubleshooting (Neebula.com, 2012).

Troubleshooting in particular, which is usually the first response to a system failure, focusses on restoring the
system to its operational state as quickly as possible. This allows little time and resources to collect evidence of
the failure. Besides, system restoration often requires rebooting, which destroys or tampers with valuable
information that could pinpoint the root cause of the problem (Trigg & Doulis, 2008). Both these issues leave
the system vulnerable to the recurrence of a similar failure.
The 2012 outage at RBS mentioned earlier illustrates the above point. Indeed, initially the origin of the
problem was identified through troubleshooting but the corresponding patch which was applied some hours
later did not lead to a full system recovery (Du Preez, 2012). This suggests that the troubleshooting approach
did not identify the root cause of the problem. The real source of the glitch was discovered after a
comprehensive investigation from an independent expert was ordered by the Financial Services Authority
(Finnegan, 2013).
In order to ensure that the failure analysis is based on reliable evidence, the investigation must follow a
process that favours the collection and analysis of such evidence. The forensic process is well suited for this
purpose. Indeed, forensic science uses objective evidence to reconstruct past events. The field of digital
forensics, as the application of forensic science to digital systems, also follows established procedures
meticulously to ensure the accuracy and completeness of digital evidence and to interpret it objectively (Vacca
and Rudolph, 2011). We argue that it can therefore serve as an effective alternative to investigate major
software failures, although it is currently limited to the investigation of criminal events and security incidents.
Various standards such as the ISO/IEC 27002 information security standard (ISO/IEC, 2007) and the American
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Scarfone et al. 2008) support this view and recommend
the collection of forensic evidence for the investigation of system failures.
However, as beneficial as it is, digital forensics follows a reactive process which can only be applied after the
occurrence of a costly failure. This limits its effectiveness as volatile data that could serve as potential evidence
may be lost after a system crash. In order to address this limitation of digital forensics, we propose to start the
forensic investigation at an earlier stage, before the software failure completely unfolds. This requires the
detection of high risk conditions that can lead up to a major failure. Such forerunners to failures are known as
near misses in the risk analysis literature (Jones et al. 1999).
By definition, a near miss is a hazardous situation where the sequence of events could have caused an accident
if it had not been interrupted (Jones et al. 1999). This interruption can be caused by chance or human
intervention. A simple example of a near miss in everyday life is the case of a driver crossing a red traffic light
at a high speed at a busy intersection without a collision. As a near miss is very close to an entire accident
sequence, it provides a fairly complete set of data about the ensuing accident. This data can be used as
evidence to reconstruct the accident and to identify its root cause. The analysis of near misses can therefore
offer a proactive way to safely collect relevant failure-related data before the failure occurs. For this reason,
we explore the application of near-miss analysis to facilitate the forensic investigation of software failures.
Although not yet used in the software industry, near-miss analysis is an established field successfully used in
several engineering fields and in the military and healthcare industries. It is usually performed through socalled near-miss management systems, which are automated tools designed to record and analyse near misses
(Phimister et al. 2003). The current paper therefore presents our work-in-progress for the architecture of a
near-miss management system designed for the software industry.
The proposed architecture follows the digital forensic process to collect evidence of the event and determine
its root-cause. The architecture also accommodates design challenges specific to the software industry where
the concept of a near miss is still largely unexplored. The architecture therefore lies at the intersection of
failure analysis, digital forensics and near-miss analysis as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The proposed near-miss management system in relation to the fields of failure analysis, digital
forensics and near-miss analysis
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses challenges to near-miss management.
Section 3 reviews previous work on near-miss management to address these challenges and assesses its
suitability for IT systems. Section 4 presents our proposed solutions to the above challenges from an IT system
perspective. Finally an architectural representation of the overall near-miss management system designed to
implement the proposed solutions is presented in Section 5.
2. Challenges to near-miss management
Across industries, the successful implementation of a near-miss management system faces two main
challenges: (1) the detection of events and conditions that can be classified as near misses and (2) the high
volume of near misses. A discussion of these challenges follows.
1) Detection of near misses: What exactly constitutes a near-miss event varies between industries and
organisations. Therefore organisations need to clearly define and specify which type of hazardous
events should be reported as near misses. This is particularly challenging in the software industry.
Indeed, in other industries, near misses are often obtained from observed physical events and
conditions. In the case of software applications, some near misses might not be visible as no system
failure occurs.
2) High volume of near misses: Near misses are typically more frequent than failures and can be
numerous. In fact, an extensive study of industrial accidents conducted in 1969 indicates that a severe
injury can have up to 600 near misses as precursors (Nichol, 2012). This is shown in the popular
accident ratio triangle in Figure 2. A more recent study conducted in 2003 suggests that this number
could be even higher (Nichol, 2012). A high volume of near misses is also expected in the software
industry, as reports of various major software failures indicate that these disasters are often preceded
by several minor events. With limited investigative resources, the sheer volume of near misses can
become unmanageable. An effective data reduction mechanism is therefore required to investigate
only near misses that offer the most complete digital evidence of the potential failure.

Figure 2: Bird’s accident ratio triangle, adapted from Nichol (2012)

Finding solutions to these challenges has been the focus of previous work on near-miss management. This is
reviewed in the next section.
3. Previous work on near-miss management
Typically, a near-miss management system performs the following three consecutive main processes:
§ Identification of near misses
§ Selection and prioritization of near misses for analysis
§ Causal analysis of the selected near misses
Previous work on near-miss management therefore focusses on these three areas. As mentioned earlier, the
first two are particularly challenging, especially for software systems. However, previous work on near-miss
identification is very industry-specific and is not applicable to the software industry. We therefore review
previous work on the last two processes. This review is conducted in order to identify previous solutions that
could be used in the design of the near-miss management system we propose in this paper.
3.1 Previous work on near-miss prioritisation
Various approaches are used to classify and prioritise near misses. Besides manual screening, risk-based
classification and mathematical modelling can be used.
Risk-based classification ranks near misses based on the severity level of their potential consequences or on
their frequency (Greenwell et al, 2003). This can be performed with a risk decision matrix (Ritwik, 2002) or
historical data of reported near misses to determine trends in the occurrence of certain near-miss events
(Phimister et al. 2004).
Mathematical modelling can be used to estimate the conditional probability of an accident given a near miss in
order to assess its level of severity. This accident probability is defined as the level of closeness between the
near miss and the likely accident. Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) and Delphi techniques can also be used for
the same purpose. PRA consists of estimating the risk of failure of a complex system by breaking it down into
its various components and determining potential failure sequences. The Delphi method is a group decisionmaking tool that can be used to obtain information on the probability of an accident from a panel of experts
(Phimister et al. 2004).
Although the above techniques can provide useful results, previous work in near-miss prioritisation is generally
specific to the industry concerned and often requires prior knowledge about near misses from historical data.
The latter is not available in the software industry, where the concept of near miss is still new. However, one
valuable concept that can be applied in the IT industry is the prioritisation of near misses based on the
likelihood of a failure. Our suggestion on how to use this approach is presented in Section 4.
3.2 Previous work on near-miss causal analysis
Causal analysis of near misses can be performed with investigation techniques from engineering disciplines
such as fishbone diagrams, event and causal factor diagrams, event tree analysis, fault tree analysis and failure
mode and effects analysis (Reality Charting, 2013). The investigation consists of answering a series of questions
that give insight into the factors that led to the near miss, the near-miss possible adverse consequences and
the factors that prevented or limited those consequences. The investigation can be assisted by various tools
such as a comparative timeline to organise data and various matrices such as the missed-opportunity matrix
and the barrier-analysis matrix (Corcoran, 2004).
Statistical analysis has also been proposed for learning from near misses. Some examples are using estimation
techniques, simulations and regression analysis (Mürmann and Oktem, 2002). However, as valuable as these
techniques are, they do not follow forensic principles. Thus they are not suitable for our proposed near-miss
management system. This system applies the digital forensic methodology to analyse near misses, the same
way we suggest using digital forensics to investigate software failures. Our proposed process for this purpose
was described in a previous paper (Bihina Bella et al. 2011).
As the above review shows, some work is still required to define, classify and prioritise near misses from an IT
system perspective. Our vision on how this can be done is explained in the next section.

4. Definition and prioritisation of near misses for IT system
4.1 Definition of near miss for IT system
The exact definition a near miss depends on the industry and organization in hand. However, when referring to
engineering products, a common understanding is that near misses are risky conditions or events that can lead
to a costly failure if not remedied (Jones et al. 1999).
With regard to IT systems, a failure is “the inability of a system or component to perform its required functions
within specified performance requirements” (IEEE, 1990). Since no system is immune from a malfunction, no
system vendor can guarantee that the system will work perfectly and continuously at all time. In other words,
some periods of downtime are expected. For this reason, the performance requirements of a typical IT system
make provision for a downtime “allowance”. This allowed downtime can be indicated informally in the system’s
specifications document but it is usually formally specified in a contract between the service provider and the
receiver of the service (customer). This contract is referred to as a service level agreement (SLA) (Sevcik, 2008).
For instance, the SLA for a web site may specify that the site will be operational and available to the customer at
least 99.9% of the time in any calendar month. This indicates that the website should not be down for more
than 0.1% of the time in a month. For a 30-day month, this corresponds to a downtime limit of 0.03 day or 43
min and 12 s. If the website is down for more than this amount of time in a month, it does not meet the
customer’s expectation in terms of the SLA. It violates the SLA and is considered to have failed.
Therefore, for the purposes of the research in hand an event is considered a failure if its resulting downtime
exceeds the downtime allowance specified in the SLA. Similarly, an event is considered a near miss if it can lead
to exceeding that allowance. We therefore propose the following informal definition of a near-miss:
A near miss isan unsafe event or condition that causes a downtime whose duration is close to exceeding the
downtime allowance specified in the SLA.
We propose to use the above concept as the basis to formally define a near miss. In order to do so, we need to
determine how close the experienced downtime should be from exceeding the allowed downtime to be
considered a near miss. We suggest specifying a near-miss threshold for this purpose. This threshold will vary
from one organization to the next, depending on its risk tolerance. For instance, a 95% threshold (95% of the
downtime allowed) would correspond to a total monthly downtime of 41 min and 2 s. In this case, a near miss is
any monthly downtime of between 41 min and 2 s (the threshold) and 43 min and 12 s (the allowed downtime).
This threshold-based definition of a near miss can be mathematically expressed as follows.
Dexperienced is the experienced downtime
Dallowed is the SLA downtime allowance
α is the near-miss threshold in percentage; α < 1
α × Dallowed is the near-miss threshold in time value
If α × Dallowed ≤ Dexperienced ≤ Dallowed then Dexperienced is a near miss
Figure 3 shows the downtime-based classification of events explained above.

Figure 3: Classification of unsafe events based on their downtime duration
The above formal definition of a near miss enables the detection of near misses among periods of downtime.
Once near misses have been identified, they need to be classified and prioritised for data collection and
analysis. The next section explores our suggestion on how to prioritise near misses.

4.2 Near-miss prioritisation
We previously defined a near miss as a potential failure, more specifically as an event that can lead to the
violation of the SLA. We also defined the violation of the SLA in terms of the system downtime. According to
the same logic that we used to measure the severity of a failure based on the downtime experienced, we can
assess the severity of a potential failure or near miss based on its expected downtime. In other words, we want
to determine for how long the system will be down in the eventuality of an outage caused by this near miss.
To this effect, we need the failure probability of the near miss and the expected recovery time for the outage or
MTTR (mean time to repair). The expected downtime is then calculated as the product of the failure probability
and the MTTR. The MTTR can be obtained from the system vendor specifications or through historical
observations. We are currently exploring formulas from the reliability theory of IT systems (Holenstein, 2003) to
develop a suitable failure probability formula.
The system enters a “critical zone” when the expected downtime is greater than the SLA downtime allowance.
This can be expressed as the following formula:
Dexpected is the expected downtime due to a failure
Dallowed is the SLA downtime allowance
P is the probability of failure given the current unsafe situation
MTTR is the expected recovery time following an outage
Dexpected = P × MTTR
If Dexpected > Dallowed → cri cal zone
Only events in the critical zone are passed on for analysis. These events are prioritised based on the value of
their expected downtime. If we manage to prevent a system outage once the system is in the critical zone,
then this event is classified as a near miss, otherwise it is a failure. Both cases need to be investigated to
identify their root cause and prevent their reoccurrence. In the case of the failure, the root cause analysis is
facilitated by the fact that the event data collection occurred before the system failed.
The near miss management system that integrates the above steps is presented in the next section.
5. Architectural representation of near-miss management system
This section describes the architecture proposed for a near-miss management system that implements the
steps for detecting and prioritising near misses, as well as the data collection and causal analysis described
earlier. It starts with an overview of the overall near-miss management process. This is followed by a detailed
description of the architecture designed to automate this process.
5.1 The near-miss management process
To detect near misses, the system needs to be monitored with a view to recording and reviewing event logs. It
is suggested that events be logged in a central repository such as a Syslog server. By default, Syslog messages
are assigned a facility code and a severity value (Gerhards, 2009). The facility code indicates the source of the
message (e.g. printer, network) and the severity value indicates its criticality (e.g. warning, error, emergency).
This information can be used for a primary categorisation and ranking of unsafe situations. Only severe events
and messages that indicate a status change (e.g. up, down, restart) from critical resources are labelled as
potential near misses. Events flagged as critical are then sent to another module for prioritisation. This module
calculates the system failure probability and expected downtime based on each event.
Afterwards, events identified as being in the critical zone are passed on to another component for data
collection. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is proposed for this purpose. This Internetstandard protocol enables information exchange between a manager (central unit) and its agents (the other
system units) (Presuhn, 2002). In this case, the SNMP manager is the data collection module and it requests
additional information about the event from the relevant units of the monitored system through their SNMP
agents. Corrective steps are subsequently taken to prevent a system failure, if possible. Finally the collected
data is used for causal analysis of the event. Upon identification of the root cause of the event,
recommendations are made to correct the system flaw.

The architecture of a near-miss management system proposed to implement the above process is described in
the next section.
5.2 The near-miss management system architecture
The proposed near-miss management system architecture is shown as a UML component diagram in Figure 4.
The architecture consists of five main components listed below in their logical sequence:
§ The Near-Miss Monitor
§ The Near-Miss Classifier
§ The Near-Miss Data Collector
§ The Failure Prevention
§ The Event Investigation
Some components are made of several sub-components that all have a type: a document file, an executable
file or a database table. Dashed arrows indicate a component’s dependency from the source component to the
target component. For instance, the Near-Miss Classifier requires high-risk event logs from the Near-Miss
Monitor. Some dependencies are subject to conditions, for example an expected downtime must occur in the
critical zone to activate a data request from the Near-Miss Data Collector.
Each of the main components processes the event logs from the monitored system. The five main components
of the system are used to perform a multi-stage filtering process that progressively discards “irrelevant” events
and only retains near misses with the highest risk factor. The key component of the architecture is the module
used to prioritise near misses. This module is named the Near-Miss Classifier. It uses the equation established
in Section 4.2 to classify near misses based on their expected downtime. A description of the main components
of the architecture follows.
5.2.1

The Near-Miss Monitor

The Near-Miss Monitor monitors the units of the system to identify potential near misses. This module is
implemented as a Syslog server, which receives logs from every unit. Using predefined criteria (message
content, source and risk level), the Syslsog server classifies the logs based on their facility codes and severity
values. Events classified as potential near misses are then sent to the Near-Miss Classifier.
5.2.2

The Near-Miss Classifier

The Near-Miss Classifier calculates the failure probability and expected downtime and prioritises events
accordingly. Logs of events identified as being in the “critical zone” are sent to the Near-Miss Data Collector
and an alarm is raised to notify the system administrator.
5.2.3

The Near-Miss Data Collector

This module is implemented as an SNMP Manager. The SNMP Manager requests data from the units in the
critical zone. Such data may include the source identifier (e.g. IP address), running processes, system settings
and error messages. This data is then stored in the Event Data table and transferred to the Failure Prevention
module.
5.2.4

The Failure Prevention

With this module, the system administrator uses the collected data to identify and implement appropriate
corrective steps in an attempt to prevent - or at least mitigate the impact of - system failure. This might include
ending some active but unused processes or deleting some stored but unnecessary data to free up memory.
The administrator records the steps implemented in a log file for future reference. He then sends the outcome
of the recovery attempt (successful or unsuccessful) to the Event Investigation module.
5.2.5

The Event Investigation

Based on the outcome of the failure prevention process, the Event Investigation module classifies events as
either near misses or failures and stores the event details in the appropriate table for future reference. The
administrator then conducts a root cause analysis of the event based on the data stored. Afterwards,
recommendations for improvement are made and implemented either immediately or at a later scheduled

time. These recommendations are stored along with the event details in the relevant table. These steps allow
for the creation of an event history that can be looked up in the event of a similar event occurring in the future.

Figure 4: UML component diagram of near-miss management system

This architecture enables the safe and proactive collection of data related to the potential failure for root-cause
analysis. Besides, it enables the improvement of the software correctness once the cause of the outage has
been established and recommendations for improvement have been implemented. This prevents the
recurrence of a similar failure in the future. An additional benefit of the architecture is that it enables the
prevention of a failure if appropriate corrective actions are executed timely.
6. In conclusion
This paper examines the application of a near-miss management system to facilitate the forensic investigation
of severe software failures. The paper established a definition of near misses for IT systems, and developed a
method to detect, classify and prioritize near misses so as to address the issue caused by their high volume.
The automation of this process was presented through the architecture of a near-miss management system.
This process is work-in-progress and research is underway to refine it. Future work is the development of a
mathematical formula to calculate the likelihood of a failure due to a near miss in order to prioritise high risk
near misses for detailed causal analysis.
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